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Key Points

• Subsets of ECs, including
lymphatic and fenestrated
ECs, but not conventional
blood capillary ECs,
synthesize FVIII.

• von Willebrand factor and
FVIII are coexpressed in
postcapillary high endothelial
venules but not in most other
ECs.

Circulating factor VIII (FVIII) is derived from liver and from extrahepatic sources probably

of endothelial origin, but the vascular sites of FVIII production remain unclear. Among

organs profiled, only liver and lymph nodes (LNs) show abundant expression of F8

messenger RNA (mRNA). Transcriptomic profiling of subsets of stromal cells, including

endothelial cells (ECs) from mouse LNs and other tissues, showed that F8 mRNA is

expressed by lymphatic ECs (LECs) but not by capillary ECs (capECs), fibroblastic

reticular cells, or hematopoietic cells.AmongbloodECsprofiled,F8expressionwasseen

only in fenestrated ECs (liver sinusoidal and renal glomerular ECs) and some high

endothelial venules. In contrast, von Willebrand factor mRNA was expressed in capECs

but not in LECs; it was coexpressed with F8 mRNA in postcapillary high endothelial

venules.PurifiedLECsand liver sinusoidalECsbutnot capECs fromLNssecrete activeFVIII

in culture, and human and mouse lymph contained substantial FVIII:C activity. Our results

revealed localizedvascularexpressionofFVIII andvonWillebrand factorand identifiedLECs

as a major cellular source of FVIII in extrahepatic tissues. (Blood. 2016;128(1):104-109)

Introduction

Coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) is a pro-cofactor for factor IXa and
circulates in tight complex with von Willebrand factor (vWF) at the
stoichiometry of one FVIII molecule per 50 vWF monomers.1

Although vWF is synthesized by blood endothelial cells (ECs) and
megakaryocytes, the cellular origins of FVIII have been controversial.2

Transplantation studies in dogs established that circulating FVIII
is derived from extrahepatic tissues as well as from liver.2 Liver
transplantation cured hemophilia3,4; however, transplantation of
normal mesenteric lymph nodes (LNs) in dogs with hemophilia A
corrected the FVIII level to about 20% of normal,5 and transplantation
of lungs6 also corrected the defect. These studies suggested expres-
sion of FVIII by many cell types or by a widely distributed cellular
source such as ECs. Consistent with an endothelial source, sinu-
soidal ECs, not hepatocytes, are the principal cell type in the liver
that produce FVIII,7-9 and cultured human lung and glomeru-
lar microvascular ECs produce FVIII.10 But other studies have
indicated that bone marrow hematopoietic stem cells and fibroblasts
can also produce FVIII.11

Recent studies that used invivogenetic approaches12,13 showed that
FVIII production is restricted to vascular compartments; however, the
FVIII-producing endothelial subtypes have not been characterized.
Herewe report that FVIII is produced by lymphatic ECs (LECs) and by

subsets of postcapillary venule ECs and fenestrated ECs, but not by
blood capillary ECs (capECs), nonendothelial fibroblastic reticular
cells, or by hematopoietic cells from mouse LNs and other tissues.
In contrast, the gene encoding vWF was highly expressed by
capECs in many vessel beds, but not by LECs and glomerular ECs.
Among ECs studied, only postcapillary high endothelial venules
(HEVs), sites of active lymphocyte extravasation, clearly coexpressed
both F8 and vWF. Our results define LECs as a major cellular source
of extrahepatic FVIII and reveal discordant expression of FVIII and
its carrier protein vWF.

Materials and methods

Isolation of subsets of endothelial cells and

transcriptomic profiling

Six- to 8-week-old male and female BALB/c mice were used for EC isolation.
These mice were bred and maintained in the animal facilities of the Veterans
Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, accredited by the Association for
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. ECs were released
from the surrounding stroma by enzymatic digestion while preserving their
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viability. The fluorescence-activated cell sorted EC subsets were placed directly
into RNA lysis buffer, followed by total RNA isolation and microarray-based
transcriptomic profiling as described.14 ECs were defined as CD311 and as
negative for lineage markers (CD45, CD11a, Ter119, and EPCAM) to
eliminate potential contamination from hematopoietic cells and epithelial
cells; LECs were defined as CD311GP381 (podoplanin); capECs were defined
as CD311GP38–MECA991, which was validated by immunohistochemical
staining15; HEVs were defined as CD311GP38–MECA99– and as positive for
either MAdCAM1 (MECA3671) or peripheral node addressin (PNAd; defined
by antibody MECA79). We combined our transcriptomic profiling with
data from the Immunological Genome Project (ImmGen Project)16 and from
Nolan et al17 on the basis of the same normalization approach (GeneSpring
preprocessing and default normalization [RMA-16] were applied). Antibodies
were sourced as described.14 Raw expression above 150 units was considered
significant.

FVIII:C activity assay using cell extracts, cell culture

supernatant, and lymph

FVIII:C activity in cell lysates from fluorescence-activated cell sorted LECs or
capECs and FVIII:C activity in culture supernatants or lymph were assayed as
described9 by using theBiophenFVIII:CKit (AniaraDiagnostica,West Chester,
Ohio) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, sorted cells were
pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended inCelLyticM-cell lysis reagent (lysis
buffer; Sigma-Aldrich) supplementedwith a protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche),
diluted 100-fold, incubated for 15 minutes on ice, and finally centrifuged for
5minutes at 15 000g to remove the cell debris. The supernatantwas then used for
FVIII:C activity assay. The standard curve was generated by using recombinant

FVIII formulated with sucrose (recombinant FVIII-FS) (Kogenate; Bayer)
serially diluted from 20 mU/mL to 0.312 mU/mL in cell lysis buffer
supplemented with protease inhibitors. For FVIII:C activity from culture
supernatants, cells were cultured in 6-well petri dishes as described,18-20 and
supernatants were collected 24 hours after cell confluence. The standard curve
was generated by using recombinant FVIII-FS in themedium inwhich the cells
were maintained. Mouse lymph was collected via cannulation of the thoracic
duct21 of normal mice or from enlarged subcutaneous lymphatic sacs in mice
injected subcutaneously with corn oil (100mL) once per week for 4 to 6 weeks.
The average volume of thoracic duct lymph collected from a mouse was;150
to 200 mL during 2 hours. Human afferent prenodal lymph samples were
collected as described.22 The lymphwas centrifuged at 1500g for 10minutes to
remove all cellular components. All lymph samples were clear at the time of
collection, and contaminating hemoglobin levels in samples were measured as
less than 1% of that in whole blood. For FVIII:C activity in mouse lymph, the
standard curve was generated by using sodium citrated pooled normal mouse
plasma (CD1; Bioreclamation IVT); for FVIII:C activity in human lymph, the
standard curve was generated by using pooled normal human plasma (Factor
Assay Control Plasma [FACT]; George King Bio-Medical, Inc.).

Results

Survey of public databases (BioGPS and Geo Profiles) revealed that,
among diverse tissues, F8messenger RNA (mRNA) is most abundant
in LNs and ismore highly expressed in LNs than in the liver (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Expression of F8 mRNA in various mouse tissues. The data are from BioGPS and Geo Profiles and are presented as raw expression values.
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To define the cellular origin of FVIII in LNs, we used a combination of
cell-surface markers to purify HEVs and capECs from mouse LNs by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting. Because our procedures were
adapted from the published protocols of the ImmGen consortium, we
were able to combine our data with ImmGen gene expression data on
lymphoid tissue LECs, total blood endothelium, and other stromal and
hematolymphoid populations.We also incorporated our transcriptomic
profiles of capECs from brain, lamina propria of the intestine, Peyer’s
patches, and retina, along with profiles of blood ECs from the bone
marrow, brain, heart, kidney glomerulus, muscle, liver, lung, spleen,
and testis.17 F8 mRNA is highly expressed in LECs, liver sinusoidal
ECs (LSECs), and glomerular ECs (Figure 2); in contrast, it was not
detectable in fibroblastic reticular stromal cells, skinfibroblasts, thymic
medullary stromal cells, or hematopoietic cells (data not shown). LECs
also expressed genes encoding the FVIII escort proteins LMAN1 and
MCFD2, necessary for efficiently transporting FVIII protein from the
endoplasmic reticulum to the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermedi-
ate compartment23 (data not shown). HEVs, vessels specialized for
recruiting lymphocytes from the blood, also expressed F8: F8mRNA
was expressed in HEVs from LNs (Figure 2) and at low but significant
levels in HEVs from Peyer’s patches. Notably, F8 was not detectably
expressed in blood ECs or capECs from bone marrow, brain, heart,
lamina propria of intestines, LNs, lung,muscle, Peyer’s patches, retina,
or testis. Extensive searches of publicly available microarray databases
(ImmGen Project and Geo Profiles) failed to find significant levels
of F8 mRNA expression in profiled hematopoietic cells, including
monocytes and hematopoietic stem cells; epithelial cells from various
tissues; endothelial cells from large arteries including aortic, coronary,
and iliac arteries; or from large veins such as pulmonary and iliac veins
(ImmGen and Geo Profiles).17,24,25

vWF serves as a plasma-carrier protein for FVIII, prolonging the
half-life of FVIII in blood.26 vWF also mediates platelet adhesion to
damagedvascular subendotheliumand is important for the formationof
a hemostatic plug in vessels under high fluid shear stress.27 Circulating
vWF is produced by the vascular endothelium, with a minor
contribution from platelets and/or megakaryocytes. In blood ECs,
vWF is synthesized and stored inWeibel-Palade bodies.28 vWF and

F8mRNA expression are poorly correlated except in HEVs (Figure 2).
In contrast to F8, vWF is highly expressed in capECs from multiple
tissues and in HEVs from LNs and Peyer’s patches, yet at a lower but
significant level in LSECs, andminimally if at all in the glomerular EC
and LEC sites of F8 expression. This divergent expression of vWF and
F8 mRNA was surprising but is consistent with the existence of both
constitutive sources and desmopressin (DDAVP)-releasable pools of
FVIII in vivo. Desmopressin is a pharmacologic agent that induces
degranulation of vWF-containing Weibel-Palade bodies and elevates
circulating levels of vWF and FVIII in patients with moderate
hemophilia A.29 Because coproduction of vWF and FVIII targets
FVIII into storage granules,30 the desmopressin-inducible source
of FVIII is likely to be from the storage granules of ECs coexpressing
vWF and FVIII. The poor expression of vWF in LSECs suggests that
LSECs might secrete FVIII constitutively, which is consistent with
the lack of desmopressin-releasable FVIII response in men with
hemophilia A after liver transplantation.31 Coexpression of F8 and
vWF in HEVs suggests that HEVs, and potentially other postcapillary
venules, may be a source of desmopressin-releasable FVIII. Rapid
release of preformed vWF-FVIII complexes could facilitate local
hemostasis at sites of active lymphocyte transendothelial migration,
plugging holes to prevent blood leakage. Conversely, generalized EC
coexpression of FVIII and vWF might pose a thrombotic risk, as
observed with the release of ultralarge vWF multimers upon cellular
stimuli, particularly in the absence ofADAMTS13.32 The separation of
FVIII and vWFproductionmay be necessary to avoid local thrombosis
at sites such as brain capECs.

To determine whether LECs produce biologically active FVIII, we
isolatedmouseLECsandcapECsbyfluorescence-activated cell sorting
from lymph nodes and lung and assayed FVIII:C activity in lysates of
the purified cells by using purifiedLSECs for comparison. FVIII:Cwas
detected inLEC lysates at levels comparable to those in purifiedLSECs
on the basis of an equal number of cells (Figure 3A). In contrast, no
FVIII:C activity was detected in capEC lysates from lung or brain. We
also assayed supernatants from cultured cells: FVIII:C activity was
readily detected in supernatants from primary cultured mouse LSECs
and human dermal LECs, but not frommouse brain capECs or human
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Figure 2. Expression of F8 and vWF mRNA in

fluorescence-activated cell sorted subtypes of ECs

from various tissues. Lymphoid tissue ECs were re-

leased from the surrounding stroma by enzymatic digestion

while preserving their viability, and the sorted EC subsets

were then transcriptomically profiled. The transcriptomes of

the sorted EC subtypes were combined with data from

sorted ECs16,17 analyzed with the same microarray

platform (Affymetrix Mouse Gene 1.0 ST arrays) and

normalized on the basis of GeneSpring preprocessing

and default normalization (RMA-16). The levels of F8 and

vWF mRNA were plotted from these normalized tran-

scriptomes. Raw Affymetrix expression values of at least

3 biological replicates (except n 5 1 for PLN CAP; some

values were excluded because of contamination with HEV-

specific genes). Mean 6 standard error of the mean. BM,

bone marrow; cap, capillary; CNS, central nervous

system; FRC, fibroblastic reticular cell; LP, lamina propria;

MLN, mesenteric lymph node; PLN, peripheral lymph node;

PP, Peyer’s patches SLN, subcutaneous lymph node.
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umbilical vein endothelial cells (Figure 3B). The biological activity of
FVIII in these cells correlates well with the levels of F8 mRNA. We
detected FVIII:C and F8 mRNA in lung LECs rather than in lung
capECs, suggesting that FVIII:C activity in lung microvascular ECs
reported in a prior study10 is principally derived from LECs.

If LECs produce FVIII, then lymph would be expected to contain
FVIII. To test this,we collected normalmouse lymphby cannulation of
the thoracic duct from 4mice and human afferent prenodal lymph from
6healthy volunteers. The FVIII levels inmouse lymph ranged from8%
to 12% (mean, 9.5%6 2.1% standard deviation) and in human lymph
from 3% to 16% (mean, 6.4%6 5.2% standard deviation) ofmeasured
pooled plasma levels in normal mice and humans, respectively
(Figure 4). Similar values were reported for rabbit limb lymph.33 We
found higher concentrations of FVIII, up to 30% of the plasma level, in

lymph from lymphatic cysts. The higher and more variable FVIII level
in mouse afferent lymphatic cysts may be the result of accumulation
of lymph through local production in the absence of lymph flow.
Proteomic analysis of human afferent prenodal lymph confirmed the
presence of FVIII-derived peptides with false discovery rate,0.004%
(data not shown).

The half-life of FVIII in plasma is estimated to be 9 to 18 hours
(estimated average, 12 hours),34-36 suggesting that approximately
three-fourths of the FVIII in plasmamust be replenished every day. An
estimated 3 L of lymph is added to the blood each day, approximately
equivalent to 110% of the volume of plasma. Because lymph contains,
on average,;5% to 10% of blood plasma FVIII levels, the steady flow
of lymphwould contribute;8% to;15% of newly synthesized FVIII
per day (FVIII in lymph entering the blood per day/FVIII replenished in
blood per day5 (3 L lymph3 5% to 10%3 [plasma FVIII])/(0.753
2.75 L plasma3 [plasma FVIII])5 7.5% to 15%). Consistent with a
significant contribution from lymph, chronic lymphatic fistulae are
associated with reduced FVIII levels and overt hemostatic defects.37

We may under- or overestimate the lymphatic contribution of FVIII,
because lymph flow varies significantly with fluid intake,38 body
movement,39 and anatomic location.40 Interestingly, prior studies
showed an increase in FVIII after exercise.41,42 Genetic approaches
to deleteF8 specifically inLECswill further elucidate the lymphaticEC
contribution to FVIII levels.

Discussion

We conclude that subtypes of ECs, including LECs, fenestrated
ECs, and some venules (at sites of leukocyte traffic) but not con-
ventional blood capECs, synthesize FVIII and that vWF and
FVIII production are most often dissociated among EC subsets.
Localized FVIII production may be a critical determinant of
hemostasis, acting in conjunction with circulating FVIII-vWF
complexes. All FVIII-producing EC subtypes are loosely
surrounded by neighboring cells: LSECs by liver stellate cells,43

glomerular ECs by podocytes and mesangial cells,44 HEVs by
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fibroblastic reticular cells,45 and LECs by a basement membrane
anchored via filaments to the surrounding tissues.46 The specialized
vessel beds may account for EC-subtype-specific expression of
FVIII. The identification of these FVIII-producing EC subtypes
makes it possible to elucidate the genetic determinants that regu-
late FVIII synthesis. Moreover, LECs can be cultured or generated
from induced pluripotent stem cells47,48 and are accessible for
therapeutic manipulation and transplantation49: they may serve as
an ideal cell source or target for cell- or gene-based FVIII therapy
for hemophilia A.

During the course of preparing this article, an interesting study on
F8 expression in human ECs was published by Turner and Moake.50

Our finding of F8 expression in mouse kidney glomerular ECs is
consistent with their findings in human glomerular ECs. Although we
didnot detect a significant amount of FVIII:C activity in the supernatant
from cultured HUVECs, we detected a significant amount of intracel-
lular FVIII protein in HUVECs in a flow cytometry study (data
not shown) using mouse monoclonal anti-human FVIII antibody
(LS-B3124), which is consistent with their finding that FVIII is
costored with vWF in the Weibel-Palade bodies of HUVECs.
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